
NOTICES OF BOOKS
THE ARCTIC HOME IN THE KIG-VEDA : AN UNTENABLE

POSITION. By N. K. DUTT, M.A. pp. vii and 95. Dacca,
1918.

The object of this booklet is to refute the conclusions
arrived at in the late Mr. Tilak's The Arctic Home in the
Rig-Veda. • The latter author followed the same method as
those who seek to prove the Baconian theory of Shakespeare
by picking out the data that seem to support their view, while
ignoring all opposing evidence. In conformity with this plan
Mr. Tilak sought to demonstrate from the Rigveda that the
undivided Aryans lived somewhere within a few degrees of
the North Pole, inasmuch as that ancient collection of hymns
contains " clear and unmistakable references to Arctic
phenomena". The refutation of so far-fetched a theory
presents no great difficulties, but as far as I am aware no
Western Vedic scholar has ever thought it worth his while
to attempt the task. It is, however, satisfactory that an
Indian should have undertaken it, for his countrymen may
thus be more easily prevented from accepting the extravagant
conclusions of The Arctic Home. Mr. Dutt has here, in
reliance on sound, common-sense arguments, successfully
accomplished his purpose. But beyond this I fear I am
unable to find any merit in the present work. What strikes
one most forcibly, both in The Arctic Home and in Mr. Dutt's
criticism of it, is the futility of efforts to extract " history "
from the Rigveda without possessing the necessary philo-
logical equipment. Historical conclusions of any value can
be based solely on exact translations, which can only be
produced by intimate "familiarity with the grammar, the
syntax, the metre, the accent, the vocabulary, and the
mythology of the Rigveda. Neither Mr. Tilak nor his critic
shows any such qualification. To substantiate this assertion
in the case of Mr. Tilak would be superfluous here, but it
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128 NOTICES OF BOOKS

seems necessary to adduce a few of the mistranslations with
which Mr. Dutt's book teems. Thus cakrdm iva . . . d
vavrtsva (iii, 61. 3) is rendered " thou movest like a wheel " ;
it should be " roll hither like a wheel ", & vavrtsva being, of
course, an imperative, not an indicative. The line urvtm
gdvyutim dbhayam krdhi nah (vii, 77. 4) is translated " render
our pasture lands free from fear ". Here one of the primary
rules of grammar is infringed, an adjective in the neuter
{dbhayam) being made to agree with a feminine substantive
{gdvyutim). The correct translation is "make wide pasture,
(make) safety for us ". The rendering of the line dpa dveso
maghoni.duhitd divd usd ucchad dpasridhah (i, 48. 8) is "for
she, the wealthy goddess Dawn, the Daughter of the Sky,
scatters the enemies and the oppressors ". This should be
" may the bounteous daughter of Heaven, the Dawn, drive
away (with her light.) hatred, away hostilities ". The form
ucchad is, of course, not indicative, but injunctive. The
hemistich dpa tye tdydvo yatha, \ ndksatrd yanti aktubhih is
rendered " those well-known thieves disperse, with night,
like the stars". This rendering is contrary to the rules of
both accentuation and syntax. The adverb ydthd when
unaccented is equivalent to iva, and must then always be
taken with the preceding word ; an unaccented yatha at the
end of one Pdda could not possibly be connected with the
first word of the next. The passage must be translated
" away, like thieves, go those stars with the nights ". The
rendering of nearly every stanza quoted by Mr. Dutt from the
Eigveda suffers from similar inaccuracies and errors.

Unconscious of his limitations Mr. Dutt overestimates the
importance of his achievements. Thus he thinks he has been
the first to discover why the poets of the Rigveda express
fear of the darkness of night; for he remarks : " to our great
misfortune, none of the Vedic scholars, eastern or western,
have in their efforts to discover the causes of such appre-
hensions ever fully entered into the history of the times.
The real causes of these mighty apprehensions have not,
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THE .ARCTIC HOME IN THE RIG-VEDA 129

therefore, been yet satisfactorily explained by any one."
Vedic scholars who read the Rigveda know pretty well that
the fear of darkness was due chiefly to the attacks of wild
animals and robbers, because this is expressly stated in
the hymns ; but they have probably wished to avoid the
statement of platitudes.

Mr. Dutt seems to be firmly convinced that his conjectures
on the obscure question of the " Five Tribes" represent
historical certainty. Thus he says : " the Rigveda is quite
clear in its utterances about the identity of the Five Tribes."
The Rigveda tells us that the Five Tribes lived on the
Sarasvati, but Mr. Dutt's remark that " the five tribes formed
a clan [!] by themselves quite distinct from those who dwelt
on the tributaries of the Indus " does not advance matters
much, for he does not even attempt to identify them with
any of the many Aryan tribes mentioned in the Rigveda.
This cannot, in fact, be done owing to the fragmentary and
obscure nature of the evidence regarding the Five Tribes and
their relations with King Sudas. Mr. Dutt asserts that the
present writer is in this connexion " entirely wrong", " is
guilty of unpardonable confusion ", has committed "another
serious blunder ", and that " Dr. Macdonell's account is full
of gross historical blunders " or " palpable historical blunders "
(pp. 33 and 37), and that one of his statements is " entirely
unsupported ". These strictures are directed against the very
brief account of the tribes of the Rigveda given in my History
of Sanskrit Literature, which was published twenty years ago
(1900).. Some of my suggestions there put forward may be
erroneous. But perhaps Mr. Dutt is not aware that in
criticizing any writer's views he ought to take the latest
statement of those views into consideration. Such a statement
is to be found in Professor Keith's and my Vedic Index, which
appeared twelve years later (1912), and in which all the
evidence concerning the five tribes and their relations with
King Sudas are collected and discussed.

Mr. Dutt's inaccuracy runs uniformly through his book.
JKAS. JANUABY 1921. 9
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130 NOTICES OF BOOKS «

It is very conspicuous in the transliteration of the numerous
stanzas quoted from the Rigveda. These are printed without
diacritical marks, without accents, nearly always without
Sandhi, while words are occasionally omitted, or wrongly
substituted for others, or are not separated. These combined
defects often go so far as to render a passage utterly un-
intelligible and to necessitate reference to the Devanagari
edition of the text for enlightenment. Here are a few
examples: urvim gavyutim abhoyam kridhinah (for urvtm
gdvyutim dbhayam krdhi nah); ushaw ucchat apa sridhah (for
usd ucchad dpa sridhah); apa tya tayavoh yaiha nakmtrah yanti
uktibhih (for dpa tye tdydvo yaiha \ ndksatrd yanti aktubhih);
vivarthayantim vhuvandni vishva (for vivartdyantim bhuvandni
viSvd); vairat agni dideehi (for revdd agne didlhi); tamasha
antah (for tdmasd 'ntdh) (p. 55).

The same carelessness appears in single Vedic words
mentioned throughout the book; thus Shunahshwepa twice
(p. 94) stands for Sunahsepa ; Bharadvdja becomes Varadicaja
(p. 6); Druhyu constantly appears as Druhya, the Druhyus
become the Druhsus (p. 34), and the Trtsus the Tristus (p. 30)
or Tristsus (p. 32). The river tiutudri is variously mentioned
as the Satudri (p. 25), Satadru (p. 3), and Satadri (p. 10);
the river Parusnl is at least five time's called the Purushni
(pp. 3, 28, 35, 36). The Arjikiyd becomes the Arjikia (p. 3)
or the Arjakia (p. 12), and is identified with the Vipds, the
modern Bids—an improbable conjecture. The Bipas (Vipds)
itself is said to be the Ravi (p. 21), which is really the
Parusni. This he himself elsewhere (p. 3) admits, wljen he
identifies it with the Irdvati (i.e. the Ravi).

Mr. Dutt is careless in regard to the meaning of Vedic
words, even common ones; thus (p. 94) he translates the
infinitive dnu Stave " to go repeatedly ", and bases an argument
on this sense; but there is absolutely no reason to give this
compound verb any but its natural and invariable meaning
of " to go after or along ", " to follow " (a path). In many
other cases he seems to be quite ignorant of the results of
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TALES OF THE SAINTS OF PANDHARPUR 131

research in regard to the meanings of Vedic words ; thus he
translates pdravata-gknt as " destroyer of both banks ", and
vadhrivdc as " garrulous ". Of the latter word he says : " in
the Rig-veda the word vadhrivachah ' garrulous ' has always
been applied to the non-Aryans." As a fact this word occurs
only once in the Rigveda, and is there (vii, 18, 9) only applied
to " enemies " (amitrdn). Even if it did mean " garrulous ",
how could this possibly prove that these enemies were non-
Aryans ? These non-Aryans were, Mr. Dutt thinks, Shruta
(sruta), Kavash (Kavam), Bridha (vrddha), Druhya (Druhyu),
and Ayu (?), a list which he enumerates several times (p. 34,
etc.). But what reason has he to suppose that Sruta here
does not mean " famous " and vrddha " old " ? And where
is Ayu in" this connexion to be found in the text of this hymn ?
Can Anu possibly be meant ? But even if all these five are
proper names, how is it, supposing them to belong to non-
Aryans, that they are apparently all Sanskrit ? Again, Kavasa
occurs only once in the Rigveda, and (as a singular) the name
of an Aryan man, not even of a tribe.

This review may be thought much too long for so small
a book. It is, however, only a somewhat detailed criticism
that can show how foolish it is for students of the Rigveda who
do not possess the necessary philological equipment to engage
prematurely in " research " which they may otherwise delude
themselves into thinking is " historical", and how little value
there can be in scholarship which lacks the fundamental
qualities of consistency and exactness.

A. A. MACDONELL.

TALES OF THE SAINTS OF PANDHARPUR. By C. A.

KINCAID, C.V.O. Humphrey Milford Publisher. Oxford
University Press. 1919.

This is a translation of some short notices of Mahratta
saints, who lived in a sacred town in the Sholapur district
of the Bombay Presidency. The originals were written in the
Mahratta language by a poet named Mahapati, who belonged
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